Poppy Reserve

Turkey mullein has gone to the ivory color stage, ragweed has finished for the season, there are a few sandasters with flowers and the long-stemmed buckwheat flowers have gone to the purple color. The rubber rabbitbrush is in bloom and also going to the seed stage. The tumble weed plants are green and have flowers but the temperature is getting colder at night and some are turning brown.
NEWS FROM THE PAST

The following article was applied to mat board. It was written by Milt Stark. Unfortunately there is no name or date of the newspaper but was probably either the Ledger Gazette or the Antelope Valley Press. Milt had his own style of writing and I like the fact he penciled in any corrections on the article. Hope you enjoy the article as much as I did.

Filaree plant with flowers and seedpods
COYOTE VISITORS AT THE HABITATS

2017 Pups
BURROWING OWLS

Below are several photos of the same owl taken in about 15 minutes by the motion camera. There was definitely something on the other side of the camera causing concern, however, it looks like this owl was trying out different poses.